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Amended Employment Act Embraces
More Workers, Including PMEs
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By Marcus Lin

n important piece of
legislation, the Employment
Act Amendment Bill, made
its passage in Parliament
on 12 November 2013. It will
significantly impact the growing
number of PMEs (Professionals,
Managers and Executives) in
Singapore earning up to $4,500
basic monthly salary. They will
now get enhanced work-related
protection, just as rank-and-file
workers do.
More than half of the current
approximately 300,000 resident
PMEs in Singapore stand to benefit,
as will another 150,000 rank-andfile workers with the upping of the
non-workmen salary ceiling from
$2,000 to $2,500.
Labour Member of Parliament
(MP) and MP for Nee Soon GRC
Patrick Tay (left in picture) rose
strongly in support of amendments
to the Employment Act. He said
the two major changes “are not
just mere enhancements but a
milestone change in terms of how
we anchor protection and include
PMEs under the statutory umbrella
since the promulgation of the
Employment Act in 1968.”

Being a strong advocate
of the changes and being
deeply involved in the tripartite
discussions representing NTUC,
“I am particularly impressed by
how forward looking the Ministry
of Manpower and the Singapore
National Employers Federation
have been in our negotiations and
enabling these changes for the
betterment of the workforce of
today and tomorrow. It has given
me added faith and confidence in

the spirit of tripartism in Singapore.”
He added: “I am especially
heartened that we were able
to forge a consensus together
with our tripartite partners in
defining what is good for workers
and businesses, taking into
consideration the major shifts in
workforce demographic profile,
changes in the employment
landscape and volatile market
conditions.”
Mr Tay, who is also Director of
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NTUC’s Legal Services Department
and the PME (Professionals,
Managers and Executives)
Unit, highlighted key issues
necessitating the amendments:
“First, the increasing proportion of
PMEs in our workforce represents
an important shift as they will
eventually become the majority of
our workforce in future. Currently,
PMEs make up about 32 per cent
of our workforce.
“As for PMETs, the current
one-to-one ratio with rankand-file workers is projected
to increase to two thirds of the
working population by 2030. To
underscore this shift, there has
also been an exponential growth
of degree holders from 308,000
in 2002 to 622,000 in 2012. This is
more than a twofold increase.”
He underscored that the
added protection “is important
because it will provide an added
safety net to all PMEs whether
they are male or female, or
whether they are young or notso-young. NTUC has lobbied
for this fervently as there are
many mature PMEs who may be
susceptible.
Continued on page

Jail And Stiffer Fines For Non-Compliance Of CPF Rules
To send a clear and strong signal to the few employers who take advantage of workers by not paying their CPF contributions, Parliament on
12 November 2013 passed changes to the Central Provident Fund (CPF) Act allowing stiffer penalties including a jail term for employers who
do not pay, underpay or are late in contributing to their workers' CPF fund.
Though more than 97 per cent of employers make their employees’ CPF contributions on time, Acting Manpower Minister Tan Chuan-Jin
said the changes matter for Singaporeans who do not receive their payments. They are usually less educated and earn less, and are who the
CPF scheme targets.
Instead of just a fine, first time offenders could be jailed up to six months and doubled for subsequent offences. The maximum fine has
also gone up to S$5,000 from S$2,500 for the first offender. Where there used to be no minimum fine, fines now start at S$1,000.
As there are more non-traditional work arrangements, it is also now easier for CPF Board inspectors to obtain information from employers.
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SMRT Bus Captains Get On Board PWM
By Nicolette Yeo
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MRT bus drivers look set to
enjoy higher wages and a
better career path thanks
to a new Bus Captain (BC)
Progressive Career Scheme jointly
developed by SMRT Corporation
and the National Transport Workers’
Union (NTWU). A Memorandum of
Understanding signing ceremony
was held between the union and
management on 7 November 2013
at the SMRT Sports & Recreation
Club to formalise the new
scheme, which adopts the Labour
Movement’s Progressive Wage
Model (PWM).
NTWU union leaders and
management have been working
closely on this scheme over the
past few months. Highlights include
the addition of three new grades
for bus drivers to level up, higher
salary ranges with each progression,
and a competency framework
for skills upgrading in areas such
as customer service, leadership
management and technical
knowledge, many of which
are Singapore Workforce Skills
Qualification (WSQ)-certified.
The new scheme maps out a
clear route of advancement, with
more senior drivers taking on
supervising, mentoring and training
roles and getting the opportunity
to progress to supervisory positions
at the highest grade such as Master
Bus Captain (see illustration),
something that was lacking in
the old scheme. There is even the
possibility to progress further.
Under the new scheme,
local bus captains can earn up
to an average of $3,500 a month
after overtime and performance
incentives that reward safety,
punctuality and customer service.
This is a marked improvement from
the old scheme, where the highest
salary is about $2,500.
At the launch, NTWU Executive
Secretary Ong Chin Ang said
that he was heartened by SMRT’s
decision to make developing a
progressive career scheme for bus
captains a priority as it showed
the company’s sincere concern for
workers’ welfare. Applauding the
new scheme, Mr Ong surmised
that “no matter what angle you
look at, this scheme is better than
the old scheme and it should be
welcomed”.
Even as he urged a welcoming
of the scheme, he cautioned
the union leaders present
that unlimited wage increases
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• Less upgrades and promotions
• Limited salary ranges for progression
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are not sustainable without
a corresponding increase in
productivity, better skills and
effective cost management. He
also spoke out against minimum
wage, pointing out that the PWM
is the more sustainable system to
raise wages as it allows workers to
move up the career ladders and
earn better wages as they upgrade
their skills, contribute to enhanced
productivity and take on higher
responsibilities.
Also present at the launch
was SMRT Corporation President
and Chief Executive Officer
Desmond Kuek who noted that
the new scheme will go a long
way to support the company’s
drive towards delivering service
excellence. It is also part of the
company’s strategy to improve
workforce health. He said: “We are
not talking about hiring, bringing in
somebody to be a Bus Captain on
the first day and that’s it... Our goal
for everybody who comes to join us
in SMRT as a bus captain is we want
to develop to be better tomorrow
than today, to be better in ten years’
time than today.”
Mr Kuek added that the more
senior drivers will get the chance to
impart their wealth of experience
to the next generation of drivers
and grow the company into one
that they can be proud of. He
elaborated: “One day, when you
reach a very senior position, we
(will) give you the opportunity to
share your knowledge, your skills,
your experience with other people,
the younger bus captains who
are maybe 20 years younger than
you…

BC3A

• Three new grades for upgrades / promotions
• Higher salary ranges for progression
• Competency framework for skills upgrading

SMRT President and Chief Executive Officer Desmond Kuek (centre) and National Transport
Workers’ Union Executive Secretary Ong Chin Ang (second from right) with the bus drivers who
were promoted to the new grade of Chief Bus Driver 2. Mr Lim Yew Poon is on the left of Mr Ong.

This scheme is a result of consultation and
consensus between union and management,
taking into account workers’ and the company’s
interest. With this wage model, our workers must
seize the opportunities and aspire to build their
career beyond bus driving.”
National Transport Workers’ Union Executive Secretary Ong Chin Ang

“We need to create that career
scheme, that structure that allows
you to go and share and teach and
mentor other people who are two
generations younger than you. So
that one day this place that we all
live in, Singapore, with the newer,
younger bus captains, where your
children and grandchildren will be
growing up in, will be better than
the place that you grew up in. And
you have a part to play to make it
happen.”
Mr Kuek also added that he and
his management team look forward
to continue working together
with the union leaders and NTWU
leadership to achieve the common
goal of serving fellow workers and
commuters.
The event also saw three bus
drivers promoted to the new grade
of Chief Bus Driver 2. One of them

is Mr Lim Yew Poon, 51, who has
been with SMRT for 27 years, and
is aspiring to eventually attain the
Master Bus Captain grade. “The new
scheme will serve as a motivation
for workers. It will also serve to
inspire them and give them more
opportunities to progress further in
their careers, unlike the last scheme
where there were only three levels,”
he said.
Also welcoming the scheme is
NTWU Assistant General Secretary
Peh Chee Kang who has been a
Chief Bus Captain at the company
for nearly 12 years. He said that
there is now a clear link between
skills and wages. Being at the
highest grade since three years ago
under the old scheme, he and his
colleagues can now look forward
to progressing further in their
career.
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Amended Employment Act Embraces More Workers, Including PMEs
“By the same token, PMEs would also have
recourse for salary payments, unauthorised
deductions, public holiday entitlements and
statutory paid sick leave. Female PMEs will now
have recourse to maternity protection and
benefits provided in the Employment Act.”
Mr Tay stressed the need for amendments
as “the stark truth is that there may be residual
cases of malpractices or sheer ignorance” among
employers, adding that “there are still employees
out there suffering from breach of basic rights
such as maternity benefits, retrenchments and
unfair dismissal.
“We do require the employment laws to
adequately address workplace and employment
issues and inequities more effectively. In the
same vein, we need our labour legislation to
be regularly reviewed to stay relevant and
balance the rights and responsibilities of both
the employer and employee especially in these
rapidly changing employment and labour

profile and evolving market.
“I am happy the second phase of the
Employment Act review is underway and I
urge we continue with this pro-active and
pre-emptive approach towards our labour
legislation to stay current and relevant with a
maturing economy and workforce.”

Legislation alone, he pointed out, is
insufficient to foster a fair workplace and that
PMEs hope the Government can put in place a
more rigorous fair employment framework and
guidelines like the recent introduction of the
Fair Consideration Framework.
Concluding, he said the amendments
“is yet another example of how our spirit of
tripartism has enabled us to reach consensus
on such a potentially divisive subject matter.
In many countries, amendments to labour
laws are agonising affairs, often resulting
in industrial action or greater polarisation
between the government, business and labour.
“This entire effort augurs well for
Singapore. It aptly embodies our mature
industrial relations system and responsible
employers and trade unions that are able to
look beyond their narrow interest to discuss
issues objectively and reach agreement for
everyone's benefit.”

Don’t Forget Low-Wage Workers
While supporting it and
believing that the Employment
Act (EA) amendments are in the
right direction, Labour MP and
MP for Pasir Ris-Punggol GRC
Zainal Sapari felt more can be
done to offer more protection
for the vulnerable, low-wage
workers.
Highlighting a Forbes survey
commissioned by NTUC’s Unit
for Contract and Casual Workers in 2011 to
focus on working conditions faced by lowwage workers in Singapore, he said: “Potentially,
there are just too many low-wage workers
working but not issued with pay slips making
them vulnerable to be taken advantage of
by irresponsible employers who do not issue
pay slips, possibly, to cover their tracks against
unlawful employment practices or underpaying
their workers.”

He urged the Ministry of Manpower “to
share the timeline for pay slips to be eventually
made mandatory under the EA. Unless backed
by legislative action, the issue of non-issuance
of pay slips to workers, especially low-wage
workers, will persist and everything will be status
quo with hardly any impact in providing better
protection for workers. Moreover, it will make
it more challenging to help these workers over
issues of non-payment or underpayment of
workers’ salaries.”
To avoid exploitation of workers, Mr
Zainal, who is also Director of NTUC’s Unit for
Contract and Casual Workers, said: “I would like
the Government to consider amending the
Act where workers working on rest day are
paid double salary regardless whether it was
requested by employee or employer.”
He noted: “The current provision of medical
benefits by employers in the current EA only
covers payment for medical consultation. I

would like to urge the Government to consider
amending the EA to make it mandatory for
employers to bear the payment for outpatient
medicines as well.” He added: “If the impact on
business cost is a concern, the ministry can
mandate for employers to be responsible for
only claims for outpatient consultation and
medicines from government polyclinics to be a
statutory provision under the EA.”
Mr Zainal also spoke about NTUC’s new U
Care Centre: “I look forward to the support of the
Government to make this centre sustainable in
its quest to make a difference to the life of lowwage workers. If our hands are tied in amending
the EA that could have offered better protection
to low-wage workers, then let’s free our hands to
support this dedicated one-stop centre for this
vulnerable group of workers. I believe that the
Government can and will as it has always been
generous with funding support that can help
workers.”

On Eldercare Leave, Restrictive Clauses And Contract Workers
Labour Nominated MP Mary
Liew also spoke up in support
of the amendments and
touched on three key areas
that could be improved.
Firstly, with Singapore’s ageing
population, she asked: “Can
the Minister look into making
eldercare leave mandatory? It is
about time that all our workers
are given the flexibility to manage the added
demands of caring for their ageing family
members.”

Secondly, Ms Liew said: “Employment
contracts in Singapore are often fair for both
employer and worker, where the employment
and termination terms of the employment
agreement are concerned.
“However, there are restrictive clauses that are
often overlooked by the worker and subsequently
used as reasons for termination or even to the
extent of preventing workers from seeking other
employment.”
To overcome this, she said: “I would like
to ask the Minister if the second phase of the
review can abolish the use of restrictive clauses in

employment agreements altogether.”
Thirdly, by showing how contract workers
get shortchanged, Mr Liew said: “I would like to
suggest that the EA protect the workers such that
as long as the worker has not been employed
elsewhere between employment contracts,
the worker is deemed to have been under
`continuous employment’.
“I understand these aspects of contract
employment will be looked into in Phase 2
next year but I would like to reinforce that it is
important for us to address these lapses sooner
than later.”
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Do More, Do Better
Towards LM2015
By Nicolette Yeo

A

t the recent NTUC Ordinary Delegates’
Conference (ODC) 2013, union delegates
took stock of the progress in the three
key areas of ‘Better Jobs For All’, ‘Labour
Movement For All’ and ‘Tripartism For All’. The
highlights of these were shared by NTUC
Secretary-General Lim Swee Say with some
100 union leaders at the bi-annual Dialogue
With Union Leaders organised by the Ong
Teng Cheong Labour Leadership Institute on 7
November 2013.
SG Lim shared that although the Labour
Movement is on track towards the LM2015
Vision, we need to do more and do better. He
revealed that union delegates have endorsed
the strategies of sustaining real wage growth
through the widespread adoption of the
Progressive Wage Model (PWM) to up skills,
productivity, jobs and wages in the unionised
sector; reaching out to more rank-and-file
workers, PMEs (Professionals, Managers and
Executives) and Small and Medium Enterprises
(SMEs) in order to achieve the one million
members target; and striving to implement a
formal tripartism structure in various sectors of
the Singapore economy.
As expected, these topics dominated the
Dialogue. Here are the highlights:

Challenge To Recruit Members Due To
Free Ridership

SG Lim encouraged the union leaders to keep
serving our workers and members to the best
of our ability as this is the best way to attract
and retain members. He stressed that we must
always do more and do better for our union
members above what we do for the workers at
large. He said: “We have to keep enhancing the
benefits for our union members”.
According to SG Lim, delegates at the ODC
concluded that the best way to serve workers
and union members better is to focus on the
4Ps, namely: Protection, Progression, Placement
and Privileges. He emphasised that union
members will always get something more than
non-union members in these four areas, whether
it be more protection, extra help for career
progression, special treatment for placements or
special member privileges.
“We must make these 4Ps stronger and
more impactful so that our members will always
get better support and more benefits,” he said.

Challenge To Draw PME Members

One of the outcomes of the ODC, said SG Lim, is
that the Labour Movement needs to step up its
marketing ability to attract more PMEs into the
fold. To this end, a tailored marketing kit for PMEs
emphasising the 4Ps will be introduced to make
it easier for union leaders to pull in PME members.
The marketing kit for rank-and-file workers will
also be enhanced to focus on the 4Ps.

Challenge To Nurture Current and
Future Leaders

Additionally, SG Lim shared that training will
be enhanced for the current cohort of about

A unionist poses a question to Sec-Gen Lim Swee Say during
the dialogue

6,200 union leaders through a series of new
Development Circuits that will be introduced
next year to strengthen their soft skills. The aim
is to groom them to become Servant Leaders,
leaders with the passion and commitment of
serving the people they are leading.

Making PWM Sustainable In
The Long Run

SG Lim pointed out it is not sustainable for
businesses to improve productivity by getting
workers to work harder and longer hours.
Instead, they should strive to make jobs Easier,
Safer, Smarter (ESS) for workers. The security
sector, for example, has introduced technology
such as CCTV and Visitor Management System to
make jobs easier.
The cleaning sector, meanwhile, has tapped
on a combination of technology and PWM.
PAP Town Councils, for instance, are now on
the PWM, and workers enjoy starting salaries of
$1,200. One cleaning contractor has purchased
a high-tech cleaning equipment with grants
from the Inclusive Growth Programme (IGP)
administered by NTUC’s e2i. This will enable two
cleaners to do the job of four cleaners in half the
time, thus increasing workers’ productivity by
200 per cent. As a result, cleaners’ wages have
increased from $1,200 to $1,800.
Whether it is to employ technology or job
re-design, SG Lim’s message to the union leaders
is to keep pushing companies to find ways to
make jobs ESS in order to help workers achieve
higher skills, higher productivity, better jobs and
better pay.

Pushing For ESS Jobs - Spreading Best
Practices

SG Lim suggested that the first thing union
leaders need to do is to find pioneer companies
that are willing to get on board making jobs
Easier, Safer, Smarter (ESS), and ensure that these
endeavours are successful. The idea is for the
pioneer group to attract the early adopter group,
and help the momentum pick up towards the
early majority group, the late majority group, and
the laggards.
Additionally, SG Lim said that NTUC will be
organising a series of workshops to educate
employers on PWM and tackle topics such as
making jobs ESS, adopting PWM and extending
the re-employment age to 67. He also called
upon all union leaders to work together
collectively to push this initiative through to
companies.
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SingPost Taps On Experience Of Older Workers
By Nicholas Lee and Nicolette Yeo

S

ingPost’s efforts to value every worker
is evident in its re-employment of older
workers. Take for example Mr Sani Mokjie.
The 67-year-old Chief Inspector of Post (IP)
cum Trainer has been working with SingPost
since 1968 and was re-employed without any
adjustment to his pay.
He shares that he enjoys working in
the company because of its good benefits
and welfare. “Some of the benefits like
hospitalisation benefits can be extended to my
family members also, not just for me,” said Mr
Sani.
Sharing his joy about SingPost reemploying workers past the official retirement
age, he said: “I feel very happy because they
still take care of us even after 65-years-old. If we
are still fit and can continue working, they will
still employ us.” Today, Mr Sani as Chief IP is in
charge of 29 other IPs and goes around all the
bases in Singapore to train the IPs.
Another happily re-employed worker
is 67-year-old courier Ang Chiok Joo who
works to keep himself fit. He also relishes the
challenge of working with customers and
values his work environment and company.
“My colleagues are all very friendly and cooperative and SingPost has very good benefits
such as long service awards, holiday schemes
and medical benefits. If you work in SingPost,

67-year-old Postman Wakiman Daud delivering the mail on
one of his rounds.

you feel secure, stable and solid,” said Mr Ang,
who was re-hired as a courier after he retired
as an IP.
Also taking pride in his job is 67-year-old
Postman Wakiman Daud who has been with
the company for 48 years. “When Singapore was
‘born’ in 1965, I started to deliver letters. I still do
today,” he said.
He believes in working for as long as
he is still healthy and feels that he can still
contribute: “I am still very fit (as) being a
postman allows me to stay fit and healthy.
This is not just a job. We are serving the public,
serving our community. I know I can make a
difference with the work that I do.”
The Labour Movement has been pushing
for the re-employment age to be raised from 65

to 67, and SingPost is one of the early adopters
in this area. It has over 100 workers aged above
65, which is about two to three per cent* of its
workforce, and its oldest worker is a ripe old 75
years of age.
When it formalised its policy to re-hire
workers beyond the age of 65 two years ago,
SingPost worked with their union, the Union
of Telecoms Employees of Singapore (UTES), to
improve the terms such as abolishing pay cut
when re-employed. This is something close to
the hearts of their management.
“From the top down, from our Board
Chairman to our CEO, it is always a position that
we take that if you are doing the same job, you
should get the same pay,” said Group Human
Resources Vice-President Yong Lee Lee.
SingPost also makes the effort to keep reemployed workers in the same job. According
to Ms Yong, workers are usually re-hired in the
same position as their supervisors value their
experience and they can also help to mentor the
new workers in the department.
The company also did one better in the
area of medical benefits. They made it a
seamless transition for the older workers to
continue with their existing insurance policy
rather than getting them re-insured which
would be a challenge at their age.
*SingPost’s workforce numbers fluctuate, hence the
variation in percentage of workers aged above 65.

UWEEI Achieves Breakthrough Result
By Nicholas Lee

O

ne of the key companies that NTUC
Secretary-General Lim Swee Say
mentioned during the recent NTUC
Ordinary Delegates’ Conference 2013
was Renewable Energy Corporation (REC). All
four branches of the Singapore plant of the
Norwegian company were recently organised
under the United Workers of Electronics &
Electrical Industries (UWEEI).
On 8 October 2013, UWEEI and NTUC
Membership Department worked together to
organise a two-day two-night recruitment drive
to recruit workers into the union as members.
By the end of the recruitment drive, 800 new
members had signed up. What was more
remarkable was that the Executive Vice-President
of REC Mr Oyvind Hasaas was the first to sign up
as a union member and he strongly encouraged
his employees to actively do so too.
Speaking on the recruitment drive after
receiving his membership card, Mr Oyvind said:
“We think it is a very positive event, we look
forward to see how many will be coming on
board as members.” He added that the move
is an important step forward as REC strongly
believes in a good tripartite working relationship
with the union, workers and government, similar

UWEEI General Secretary Tan Richard (left) presenting
Mr Oyvind Hasaas his newly minted membership card.

Employees signing up as union members on the spot.

to what is practised in their home country in
Scandinavia.
UWEEI General Secretary Tan Richard
shared that the union is happy with the
recruitment drive. “We have a very supportive
management team and the company is also
very forthcoming in working closely with the
union to want to better the workers’ welfare
and benefits,” said Mr Tan.
UWEEI Executive Secretary Heng Chee
How added that the “union is like the lubricant
and tonic to the company, and having seen
REC progress we want to explore further

We think it’s an important
step forward to really be a
part of the total tripartite system
of Singapore, and I look forward
to see how this will develop.”
REC Executive Vice-President Oyvind Hasaas

opportunities to strongly collaborate and create
further values to REC.”
With REC, UWEEI has successfully unionised
the world’s largest fully-integrated solar
manufacturing facility and this forms part of
its breakthrough in terms of organising a new
branch in a new (cleantech) sector.
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NatSteel CA Secures
Better Future For
Mature Workers
By Joshua Joseph

W

here good labourmanagement relations
exist, workers are
bound to secure
better working lives. The workers
at NatSteel Holdings Pte Ltd are
a testament to this. In a recent
Collective Agreement (CA) signing
on 24 October 2013 between
NatSteel Holdings and the
NatSteel Employees’ Union, the
understanding management at
the helm and caring union worked
together to secure a better future
for its mature workers.
The CA will see NatSteel
Holdings agreeing to rehire all
older workers as long as they can
work. In addition, these workers
are also eligible for better benefits
than common industry practices.
These benefits include receiving
annual increments till they are
65-years-old (unless worker hits
salary ceiling). They are also

entitled to allowances, annual
wage supplements, variable
bonuses and annual leave of up to
18 days.
NatSteel Employees’ Union
President Chew Chee Leong called
the signing a “breakthrough” as
prior to this workers who were
62-years-old and above received
no annual increments. He said:
“For the union, we always feel that
older workers should be taken care
of. They still have value and we
don’t want the workers to feel that
they are of no more value. These
older workers still have experience
and we should keep them so we
can train younger ones. It’s not
easy to bring someone new in this
industry. This is where the value
of the older workers comes in and
that is why the management really
supports their employment.”
Also sharing his delight with
the new CA was NatSteel Holdings
Chief Operating Officer Joseph
Yong. He shared that the company

At the signing: (from left) NEU General Treasurer Chin Ying Tian, NEU General Secretary Lim Kian
Chuan, NEU Trustee Ong Keau, NEU President Chew Chee Leong, NatSteel Holdings President
and Chief Executive Officer Vivek Madan Kamra, NatSteel Holdings Chief Operating Officer
Joseph Yong, NatSteel Holdings Assistant Vice President, Human Resource Florence Lim.

will continue to value its mature
workers. Mr Yong said: “These
are the people who are wellskilled and they have been with
us for many, many years. We try
to make them feel that they can
be welcome just like every other
worker.”
To further reiterate their
commitment towards reemployment together with the
union, Mr Yong also chairs the Reemployment Review Committee
to jointly review all appeal cases
of workers who are certified as
unfit to work. This is to ensure
that all workers are given fair
consideration and to eliminate any
form of age discrimination in the
workplace.

Mr Yong added that with
better incentives and welfare
for workers, it paves the way for
a more engaged workforce. He
said: “The workforce is definitely
more and more engaged, whether
it’s better incentives or better
treatment of people. I think all this
adds up to a bit of the emotive
part which I feel we should
treasure because a happier worker
is a much more productive worker
than a worker with grudges. We
have seen example after example
where workers are being properly
treated by the management and
they reciprocate by producing
more and by being more vigilant
on the ground. This is what we
want.”

TNTA Builds Up Seafaring Singaporean Core
By Nicholas Lee

F

amily and friends of 56 cadets from the
Tripartite Nautical Training Award (TNTA)
Programme had reason to be proud on 1
November 2013. At the TNTA Programme
Graduation and Investiture Ceremony, 28 cadets
from the fifth batch graduated while another
28 cadets from the sixth batch were formally
invested to begin their six months pre-sea
training classroom training.
Addressing the cadets and those present,
Speaker of Parliament Halimah Yacob, who was
the Guest-of-Honour, forewarned the cadets
that the seafaring career is not an easy path to
undertake, but she encouraged them to set their
hearts and minds on what they want to achieve.
She also noted that the programme was
initiated to address the lack of Singaporeans in
the seafaring industry. "Thus far, more than S$6
million have been invested in this initiative and
more than 130 Singaporeans have benefited,"
said Madam Halimah.
With the programme, Singaporeans who
have completed their National Service and were
not able to get into maritime studies in local
polytechnics can get a second chance to enter
the maritime industry. TNTA cadet graduates
can look forward to earn wages from $2,800 as
an entry-level Seafaring Officer and move up
the ladder to earn a monthly salary of possibly
$25,000 as a captain of a specialised ship.

Madam Halimah (left) pinning an epaulet on the shoulder of one of the
cadets as a management partner looks on.

Search For Better Life Led
To TNTA

For 30-year-old Mohammad Idris, the TNTA
programme was a chance for him to press the
reset button. Idris lost interest in his studies
and eventually dropped out of his Software
Engineering Course.
Armed with only an 'O' level certificate, Idris
worked in several odd jobs such as a factory
worker and waiter amongst others but he wasn't
happy with the salary that he was earning and
the life that he was living. That was when he
turned to the TNTA programme.
He shares that because he was earning
a lower salary as compared to his peers, he
found difficulty in trying to keep up with their
lifestyle of eating at restaurants frequently. "It
wasn't a good feeling having money as a huge
burden," added Idris. Currently employed by

Indeed, the seafaring
career does provide
better income and a
promising career prospect.
Not only will the cadets'
lives be changed, but their
families will be impacted in
a positive way."
Speaker of Parliament Halimah Yacob.

American President Lines Limited, Idris hopes
to be financially stable and graduate from the
programme.

From F&B To The Sea

Money was the main reason he made the
switch from being in the Food and Beverage
business to go into the TNTA Programme.
26-year-old Calvin Chen, who has graduated
from the TNTA programme, was previously a
Restaurant Manager but the low salary was
what made him turn to the maritime industry.
"I earned around $1,500 and I was not very
happy with it. In the programme, I also receive
$1,500 but after three years my pay would be
much higher,” said Calvin. Now that he has
graduated, Calvin hopes to be able to attain
the Certificate of Competency (COC) 3 soon to
qualify him for sea service.
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RSA’s Family-Friendly Initiatives Are For Every Staff
By Nicolette Yeo
Additional reporting by Sylvy Soh

R

oyal & Sun Alliance Insurance
Plc (RSA) has come out in
support of the Government’s
pro-family push with a slew
of new and enhanced initiatives
aimed at giving its staff better
flexibility to balance their work
and life commitments. More
importantly, these initiatives
by the Singapore Insurance
Employees’ Union (SIEU) branch
has something for every employee,
not just working dads and mums.
Employees with young
children have two extra days
of leave to care for their little
ones, while new dads have two
additional days off to bond
with their newborn. Meanwhile,
employees with children older
than 12-years-old and staff who
have no children can take Family
Care Leave to attend to family
emergencies. Senior staff are

also thought of, with two more
days added to their Annual Leave
entitlement. In addition, all staff
can enjoy half a day off during
their birthday month to make that
special day even more special.
According to the company’s
HR Manager Lee Mun Leng, these
benefits have been well received,
particularly the Family Care Leave
which gives staff with no children
time off to attend to family matters
like taking care of aged parents
without having to use up their
Annual Leave. Staff will also get
the flexibility to work from home.
The company has supported this

by assigning spare equipment
that can be used once the staff
has obtained approval from his or
her supervisor. This move, said Ms
Lee, has had a positive impact on
staff productivity as employees
can now better manage their
responsibilities outside of work.
Working mums who are
lactating are supported with a
lactation facility that is conducive
to their needs. At specific times
during the day (11am-12noon and
3pm-4pm, subject to availability),
a meeting room doubles up as
a lactation room and other staff
avoid using the room during the
time slots. The room is equipped
with a mini-refrigerator for safe
and hygienic storage of breast milk
and blinds are installed for better
privacy.
Ms Lee noted that the facility
provides a lot of convenience
for working mums and allows
them to “transition back to work
and continue breastfeeding

their child”. Working mums are
appreciative of the support given
to them to breastfeed. Customer
Support Officer and mother of two
Joan Koh said: “The provision of
lactation rooms enables me to do
my part as a mum to my baby girl
while juggling work commitments
with ease.”
Echoing her sentiments was
Underwriting Support Officer and
mother of two Joanne Soh: “Our
supervisors are understanding and
encouraging of our breastfeeding
endeavours as they know how
important it is for mums to provide
their very best for their babies. I
also really appreciate the company
and my supervisor for fully
supporting me when it comes to
taking time off for my baby.”
To further enhance the
support for working mothers, there
is also an internal mothers’ support
group. RSA’s breastfeeding mums
will also have received U Family’s
PLG Working Mum's Milk Kit.

OCC’s Feast Of Fun And Friendship

A

decadent spread of
crispy pork knuckles and
scrumptious German
sausages, the non-stop
clinking of Erdinger beer mugs,
happy people indulging in
merrymaking…Yes, Oktoberfest
was back at Orchid Country Club
(OCC) from 4 to 6 October 2013.
What makes it so special this
year is the two-day Oktoberfest
Golf Challenge, which marked the
first time that OCC has organised
a golf event in conjunction with
its Oktoberfest celebrations in
its three-year history. Attracting
the participation of some 370
avid golfers, it was a resounding
success.

The bubbly mood of the
Challenge flowed on to the
Oktoberfest dinner festivities
which were attended by some 500
OCC members, NTUC members
and guests. At every corner of

the Vanda Terrace, you could
see guests gleefully pigging out
on pork knuckles and downing
Erdinger beer as they indulged in
cheerful conversation.
The atmosphere at the
popular OCC restaurant enhanced
the celebration. Decked out in
streams of Oktoberfest flags, with
carnival stalls featuring German
favourites, it was transformed into
the Wiesn area, the fairgrounds
near the German capital of Munich
where the popular festival is held
every year.
Pumping up the ambience
further was the entertainment
by the Swiss Alpine Lions band
who, by virtue of being located
on the golf course on a moonlit
night, sounded magical playing
under the stars. As the evening

On behalf of
the members of
the Shipbuilding and
Marine Engineering
Employees’ Union
(SMEEU) who attended
the Oktoberfest on
Saturday, my sincerest
thanks for what I
believe was our best
drinking and makan
session together. Your
German pork knuckles
and sausages were hard
to resist. Your chilled
beer was tempting…We
shall return next year in
bigger numbers!”
Wong Weng Ong, SMEEU President

continued, beer drinking, sausage
eating and balloon pumping
contests kept the mood festive.
Many lucky draw prizes
were also given away to joyful
winners. All in all, Oktoberfest 2013
concluded on a high note, with
guests linking arms and swinging
beer mugs to their hearts’ content.
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Voices For
Union leaders have always been passionate
voices for their members at the workplace. Every
moment, they are walking the ground, listening
to members’ concerns, and voicing out on their
behalf. This column brings you stories on how
their voices have led to changes and better
outcomes for their members.

A Passion And Love
For Members
By Nicholas Lee

E

very unionist has a
different story to tell,
each one with a different
driving force. But the
common cause is the members
of the union that they want to
reach out to and give a helping
hand. When a member of a
union faces a certain difficulty
or suffers illness, he or she will
definitely be in some need. Mr
David Tan is one union member
who has recently needed some AREU General Secretary Charles Khng (left) showing
care and concern for a union member.
form of help from the union.
A member of the Attractions, Resorts and Entertainment Union
(AREU), he suffered multiple strokes with functional impairment and had
been unable to work for a few months. Fortunately, he was helped by
AREU General Secretary Charles Khng who tirelessly helped Mr Tan to
apply for his long term illness leave after his 60 days of medical leave was
exhausted for 2013.
“We heard that David was facing some problems and learnt more of
his case when we went down to the hospital ward to see him,” said Mr
Khng. Aside from Mr Tan’s medical bills, the union learnt about his three
children who are still schooling. “That was when I decided to approach his
wife to ask whether they needed to apply for the financial grant, and we
offered our help to apply on their behalf,” added Mr Khng.
It was then that Mr Khng, together with some union officials, went
ahead to make an application for the Singapore Labour Foundation (SLF)
Hardship Grant. Within a short span of three weeks, the application was
successful and an appreciative Mr Tan received a financial assistance of
$1,000 from the SLF.

Passion and dedication

Mr Charles Khng has been a Labour Movement veteran for many years
now. His main driving force as he says is to care for his members and
helping them in their time of need. In fact, his passion is even displayed
in his effort to reach out to non-members to let them know that the
union can be a voice for them. In a recent effort to reach out to a nonunionised company, Mr Khng could be seen giving his best to speak to
the employees and reaching out to them.
“It is all about the passion, dedication and love for members and
workers. We do this so that we can do something to help our members,”
commented Mr Khng. His zeal and commitment to the union and its
members is also known to many in his union. AREU Assistant Executive
Secretary Raven Lee pointed out that Mr Khng’s strength is his experience.
“His years of experience in dealing with grievances is able to give him a
sense of what can be done for the worker. On top of that, it is also because
of his good labour-management relations with the management teams of
the various unionised companies,” said Mr Lee.
To Mr Khng, the mantra which keeps him going is a quote by Mother
Teresa of Calcutta: “It is not how much you do, but how much love we put
in what we do.”
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Breaking Through To
Emerge Tops
Ten unions were recognised with the U Breakthrough
Awards for their Recruitment, Retention and
Relationship Building efforts. We showcase these
ten unions who have broken through the ranks to
emerge as champions.
By Nicholas Lee

Singapore Industrial & Services Employees’
Union (SISEU)
To boost existing effort and leverage on their collective
network, experience and expertise, SISEU created a core
group of 67 membership activists. These 67 activists were
equipped with membership knowledge and skills through
customised quarterly Organising Resource Centre (ORC)
SISEU General
U Breakthrough workshops. SISEU also launched its Real
Treasurer Lim
Heng Khee
Estate Professionals’ Chapter in March 2013 which has
about 800 members to date.

The Singapore Manual & Mercantile Workers’ Union
(SMMWU)
SMMWU’s PME (Professionals, Managers and Executives)
Chapter was launched on 14 November 2012 by its
advisor, Ong Teng Koon. It coordinated with NTUC’s PME
Alignment Unit and has capitalised on their outreach
programmes and activities. To date, SMMWU’s PME
SMMWU President Chapter has about 500 active members, up from the initial
Andy Lim
100 members. The total number of PMEs in the unionised
branches tops 6,000.

Partnering U For More
Benefits
Seven merchant partners and five NTUC Social Enterprises were
recognised at the U Summit 2013 for their efforts to bring more value
and benefits to members over the past year. This week, we highlight
three merchant partners who were awarded the U Partner Awards.

Management Development Institute of Singapore
(MDIS)
MDIS has always been a supportive partner of the Labour Movement.
Every year, it awards four scholarships and/or study grants capped
at $5,000 each to deserving NTUC members. Additionally, NTUC
members can receive up to $500 savings on selected MDIS courses.
This year, MDIS was also the gold sponsor for the inaugural Future
Leaders Summit.

NTUC FairPrice
FairPrice supported the Power of U Campaign 2013 by sponsoring
$500,000. They also supported the merchant invasion by rewarding
the first 100 NTUC members with a goodie bag when they shop at
FairPrice Xtra, located at Changi Business Park. FairPrice also supported
the U Picnic with a cash sponsorship of $250,000.

NTUC Foodfare
NTUC Foodfare supported the Power of U Campaign 2013 by
sponsoring free coffee every Wednesday at over 20 Wang Cafe outlets
over two months. This free coffee redemption was open to the public
as an aspect of appreciating every job, every worker and every member.
At their own food outlets, Foodfare supported the NTUC Membership
Department with round the year innovative promotions during its
campaigns.
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Saluting The Workers’
Champions
Union leaders are the heart and soul of the Labour Movement. Each day, close to 6,200 unionists
look out for the welfare and well-being of union members in over 1,200 unionised establishments.
Whether it is negotiating for better pay, better jobs or taking up the case of an aggrieved member,
our unionists are at the front-line championing for workers. Over the next few weeks, the spotlight
will shine on the different facets of union leadership on the ground.
Union Organising

Unity is strength. In tandem with raising unionisation rates in existing establishments, a record 69 new companies were organised in 2012, and more
than 70 as at September 2013, up from an average of 53 companies in 2010 and 2011. Rank-and-file unions continued to push to represent the PMEs
(Professionals, Managers and Executives) to stay relevant with the changing workforce profile. In August, union membership in Singapore hit the
770,000 mark, bucking the trend of falling unionisation rates around the world.

Leading From The Front

The Sky’s The Limit

Union of Security Employees
(USE) Executive Council leaders
have been recruiting members.
The union successfully organised
20 new branches and won the U
Breakthrough Award.

Singapore Airlines Staff
Union (SIASU) leaders
at a recruitment drive
with Silkair cabin crew
colleagues.

Benefits For U

More Than
Organising Branches

The Singapore Manual
& Mercantile Workers’
Union’s (SMMWU) Sister
Rosalind Li speaking to
potential members at a
workplace recruitment
exercise.

Singapore Industrial &
Services Employees’ Union
(SISEU) partnered SAEA to
launch a new U Chapter
to reach out to 32,000 real
estate professionals.

Signing Up PMEs

New Union, New
Beginning

Housing and Development
Board Staff Union (HDBSU)
signed up Ms Tan Chew
Ling, Group Director (EAPG),
one of the many directors
in HDB to join as a member
as the union relentlessly
reached out to PMEs.

Getting On Board

Working day and night, Attractions, Resorts & Entertainment Union
(AREU) leaders and Industrial Relations Officers (IROs) were on a
membership drive to promote workplace protection and social
benefits at Marina Bay Sands.

Scoot Staff Union (SCSU) joined
as NTUC’s 61st affiliate and
got off to a great start with 88
per cent unionisation rate as a
result of the hard work of the
protem committee.

A Step Forward

United Workers of Electronics and Electrical Industries (UWEEI)
leaders pledged to step up their strength and commitment to bring
the union to greater heights.
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Hotel’s First-Of-Its-Kind
Model Impresses
By Nicolette Yeo

I

t is a model many hotels in Singapore would
appreciate - a no frills, self-service concept
which optimises manpower productivity
and keeps guests coming. The ingenuity of
the model by the new Holiday Inn Express
Singapore Orchard Road in Bideford Road
which opened in July this year lies in its ability
to operate its 221 rooms with only 65 staff, or
about half of the normal 120 required.
This makes the hotel less susceptible to
the manpower crunch but has, by no means,
affected its business. The hotel took only 23
days to hit full occupancy, and achieved an
impressive occupancy rate of 77 per cent in
August, its second month of operation. Under
this concept, many of the services traditionally
provided by hotels are made self-service to
reduce the reliance on manpower.
For F&B for instance, there is only one
dining outlet serving breakfast where guests
can choose a ‘grab and go’ option of a fruit,
muffin and drink or opt for a sit-down breakfast
where they can help themselves to food and
coffee/tea provided. No open flame cooking
is done, so food is cooked elsewhere and
supplied to the hotel where it is reheated and
served. And instead of providing room service,
the hotel partners nearby restaurants to provide
24-hour F&B service with everything from Asian
to Western to fusion choices.
Housekeeping is another service that is
kept minimalist. There is only one standard
room type (queen or twin-bedded) with sleek
features for easy cleaning. The mini bar is
unstocked so there is no need for staff to do
daily top ups. But, of course, guests are still
welcome to use it to stock their own items. And
although laundry service is provided, guests are
encouraged to use the cleaning facility with DIY
laundry machines and ironing boards.
To optimise its manpower, the hotel has
also leveraged on other productivity measures.
It has tapped on NTUC e2i’s (Employment
and Employability Institute) Inclusive Growth
Programme (IGP) to purchase items such as

GM By 35?
Multi-skilling has enabled ten of the hotel’s
staff to enjoy higher salaries, and one such
staff is Singaporean Permanent Resident
Charmaine Dinio, 30. The Guest Services
Leader - the equivalent of a Duty Manager
in the hotel sector - currently juggles front
office and F&B duties on a daily basis.
However, she earns $2,800, which is $600
higher than her previous job in another
hotel where she also did both concierge
and front office jobs.
She enjoys her new role because she is

Holiday Inn Express' Guest Services Leader Charmaine Dinio hands a guest her ‘Grab and Go’ breakfast at the F&B station that is
merged with the hotel’s front office operations.

laundry and coffee machines. It also used the
funds for a centralised control unit TV system
which integrates all channels through a main
system, allowing for immediate updates and
making sharing of information with guests
much easier. This means that maintenance
staff no longer have to go room to room to
adjust TVs as they can control it from the main
terminal.
The hotel has also multi-skilled its staff to
support its operations. For instance, its front
office is designed in such a way that it merges
with the F&B station for preparation of the ‘grab
and go’ breakfast. Front office staff are trained
to handle F&B functions and are deployed
during peak hours. To support its staff, the hotel
outsources a number of services including
F&B and housekeeping, shares many backend
services with its corporate group headquarters
such as finance and accounts, sales, revenue

management, IT, and works with Worldwide
Reservations, an online reservation portal, for
room bookings.
Commenting on this first-of-its-kind model
in Singapore, e2i Chief Executive Officer Gilbert
Tan pointed out that it has changed the face
of productivity by encouraging the sharing of
productivity ownership. “This hotel has got the
three gears of employer, worker and customer
working together to drive productivity,” he said,
adding that customer productivity is worth
looking into to enable businesses “to make the
real quantum leap in productivity”.
He also added that the hotel would help
to ease the demand and manpower situation
in the sector. Its rooms would cater to guests
who like the room type, thereby easing the
demand for other room types, while its low staff
requirements makes it less of a competitor for
manpower.

not stuck doing the same thing all the time. “I
don’t want a mundane job; here, if you want to
work F&B in the morning, like clearing plates,
they are flexible. After two hours, you can do
your front office job; at least you don’t get
bored,” noted Ms Dinio.
She will also enjoy better career prospects
thanks to the hotel’s expressed career
progression model. There are only four levels
to climb to become General Manager - you
start out as a Guest Services Agent, followed
by Guest Services Leader, followed by Assistant
Executive Manager and, finally, General
Manager. In Ms Dinio’s case, she is only two

more levels away from becoming General
Manager, something she is hoping to achieve
by the age of 35.
Sharing his thoughts on this compressed
learning pathway was e2i Chief Executive
Officer Gilbert Tan who pointed out that it
could offer a way to “fast track people into
the hotel industry” and supplement the
manpower that is missing at certain levels.
He added that it is an attractive career route
for young people who love experience and
exposure as Holiday Inn Express may be able
to offer them “a wider reach of exposure” than
a traditional hotel.
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FairPrice CEO (S) Seah Kian Peng Re-Elected
To ICA Global Board For Third Term

T

he Singapore National Cooperative Federation (SNCF)
announced on 6 November
2013 that Mr Seah Kian
Peng, former Chairman and trustee
of SNCF, has been re-elected to the
global Board of the International
Co-operative Alliance (ICA) for
a new four-year term from 2013
to 2017. Mr Seah is among three
members from Asia who were
elected to the new board, with the
other two from Korea and Japan.
Mr Seah, who is the Chief
Executive Officer (Singapore) of
NTUC FairPrice Co-operative Ltd,
was first elected to the ICA Board
in 2005, making him the first and
only Singaporean to be bestowed
the honour. He was instrumental
in the successful Singapore bid
and eventual hosting of the ICA
General Assembly in 2007.
This year’s ICA General
Assembly was held from 1 to 5
November 2013 in Cape Town,
South Africa, with the elections
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Mr Seah Kian Peng

held on 4 November for a new
Board of Directors. Mr Seah is one
of 15 members of the new ICA
Board to serve a four-year term
from November 2013. A total of
31 candidates contested for a seat
on the 15-person board. The 31
candidates came from Argentina,
Australia, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada,
Columbia, Dominican Republic,
France, Finland, India, Iran, Italy,
Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Mongolia,
Nigeria, Paraguay, Poland, Russia,

Singapore, Sri Lanka, South Africa,
Sweden, Switzerland, Tanzania,
Turkey, United States of America,
United Kingdom and Zimbabwe.
This re-election is a strong
endorsement of Mr Seah’s
leadership and passion for the Cooperative Movement not only in
Singapore but at the international
level as well. Commenting on his
re-election, Mr Seah said: “I am
honoured and humbled by the
results. I am grateful to members of
the ICA for their vote of confidence
in me and also to SNCF for their
nomination and strong support.
I shall endeavour to do my best
to help ICA achieve its strategic
objectives and realise the blueprint
for a co-operative decade that
was adopted by the global cooperative movement in 2012.
“Besides pushing for greater
support from governments
globally to position co-operatives
as a viable business proposition,
I hope to help the ICA Board

create strong brands and
sustainable business practices
for co-operatives worldwide and
advocate stronger CSR practices
amongst various stakeholders.”
Leading a contingent of 14
Singaporean delegates to this
year’s General Assembly, Mr Chan
Tee Seng, Chairman, Executive
Council of the SNCF, said: “The
ICA Board is the highest body
representing one billion cooperative members throughout
the world. The 22-member ICA
Board is like the `G-20’ equivalent
of co-operative organisations.
“The SNCF is very proud that
Mr Seah has been re-elected for
his third term to the Board of the
global body. It is a very strong
testimony and recognition for
the role that co-operatives have
played in Singapore society, and
Kian Peng’s contributions and
leadership at the international
level. We are very proud for Kian
Peng, and indeed, for Singapore.”
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4.35ࠃஶ

ࣄܢᢻ᫁ຑᤈयᘠ᧚҃
4.35ࣄܢᢻ᫁ဗڙԺ̙̾ԩຑᤈयᘠ᧚҃ᄉ˿ܪݝǌ
 ࣱతК̓ڍࢹԣᐎՋ͗ˀ4.35ክူࡎڙ4.35ͳᐱˀ๖
᫋οˬᦉኣᎷʶ͊ܫঃेὋфੰࡘࣄࢹܢԣᄉᘠ᧚ࡎጞὋՎௐ࠱Ҫᘠˀ
ᑞଡӣેᨈǌᑞଡӣᄉЮࠓӉહࠆనǋᮖᑞ֖శᅻខǌ
 ࠃஶຑᤈयᘠ᧚҃ՐὋࣄࢹܢԣᄉᘠ᧚ᤈΦຌఀబ˿ǌΒݟᠪຆᄉ
ࢹԣథ͗ԟˀᅕ࠭۱ᝪὋՐᤆథ͗ӣጞᒯᢻ᫁ၴᒯఝᰳᄉᐋͮǌ
ᤇ௦ே҃ऎᎤᄉǌ
 ள҃ऎὋᔩ࠱ᡓௐࢹͺ֖ᛪဗᔈጙኪڙЮὋఴܢࣄڠᢻ᫁ඇతࣰڨ
ԺᠽԨᰳЊὋᤉᰳ̅ே҃ऎᄉЊǌ
 К̓ڍᐎ੯ᛠማ˹ဌ߶ڙ̭͗ʼᛪᇧὋ4.35͕Ў҃߿ࣄܢᢻ᫁ᄉ
ຑᤈयᐋˉᤈὋ௬ᇧМՂᄽនСॶࢹԣᄉለѽὋ̴̽ਕҁǌ
 ཨᏪὋဌ߶˶նឣڣڙᄉࢹᤁᮖὋᔩథၶ̖Ҧǋᓡݝశ֖థ
ᄉఴክူὋᬌᄉࢹᠪܘ᫁࠱ʿԺ፝ǌ̴˶ԥࠪᖿࠃణͯࢹᠪ҃Ὃࣲૈ
Ѣຑᤈयᘠ᧚ഴय௦Ժ፝ᄉҪᘠ҃ऎǌ
 4.35МՂ˞ࣝЩᛠஊᜆᦋఱ᠈ѶᛪᇧὋள҃ऎ࠱ᑞஂМՂ፝ଡ
ΘӫᡔనҫὋՎௐ˶இؒտࢹᄉၶาǌܰὋఝࣱܲ᫁ࢹԣ࠱ᑞˀࣱᣏᢻ᫁
ѫ̙˗ࠜፂᰍὋӨҦ࠱МՂԦࡘ̴͂ᑞल̾˝៷ᄉ͌ˉǌ
 ᦋఱ᠈ᛩЌឬὋ4.35ክူࡎ࠱ፘ፝ˀК̓ڍᐎԢࢹᤁᮖՋͺὋ̾Φ
ఝࢹ˝ڠݝԣԢМР̓ၸᏧనҫǌ

  ࠃஶࣄܢᢻ᫁ຑᤈयᘠ᧚҃௦ࢹ֖͗
ክူࡎРՎᇖὋ̾ԢӨុࢹԣ֖МՂѽᄝ
ᄉፆ౦ǌࠃஶள҃ऎՐὋࢹԣҫᮋጊ͗
ଡӣᑞὋஉᅊࣄܢᢻ᫁̾ʼᄉᄫಕǌ
úК̓ڍᐎ੯ᛠማ˹ဌ߶

  ܰὋʻՏࣄܢᢻ᫁ ˶ڙา Үʼᖌ ३  ӣǌڙ4 . 3 5ࢹͺ˿ ࣱᄉ
-JN :FX 1PPOࡦὈૈѢὙ
þள҃ऎథү̅༎ҴࢹԣὋࣲᆷγᢻ᫁͂ᄉ̂
ˉѲᡸጲὋᝧ̴͂థఝܲ͗३̾ӣὋʿͪே҃ऎᓉԵѫʻሗࢹͺጞ
Ѿǌÿ
 К̓ڍᐎүူማ˹᫁ᄆংѷ˶ࠪள҃ऎᛪᇧᤀǌ̴ૈѢὋள҃ऎὋ
ᢻ᫁ᄉᘠᠪ࠱ᑞఝڠݝˀФᑞેᨈǌࣱڙґڙே҃ऎʽࣂҁణᰳጞѾ
ᄉ̴Ὃ̬ݟథభʼఝᰳᄉᐋˉǌ
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